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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?
This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

This Activity Pack is for:
Rickety Rocket Early Reader
Alice Hemming & Emma Randall
ISBN: 978-1-84886-393-4
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Spacey Stacey would love a new rocket but she doesn’t
have enough money. Her friends encourage her to enter
the Great Space Chase competition, where the winner
wins 1000 space dollars! But with Stacey’s old rickety
rocket... does she have a chance?
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?
1. “With my

? I’d be lucky if I could get it off

the ground.”

Stylish Ship

Purple Zoomer

Rickety Rocket

2. “I even covered the seats in

purple flowery

material - look.”

blue starry

yellow flowery

3. Astro Pete was leading the way straight to

Planet Pink

Picnic Planet

.

Space Place

4. “Not too

,” she said, “but not too

quiet / busy

fast / slow

.”

flashy / fast

5. He parachuted to safety looking very

very angry

very happy

6. “Something that will make

everyone / WOW
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Quiz
1. How much was the new sporty rocket that Stacey wanted?
a) 999.99 space dollars
b) 100,000 space dollars
c) 99 space dollars

2. What competition does Stacey enter?
a) Rocket Decoration
b) The Space Chase
c) Hide and Zoom

3. Where does Stacey work?
a) The Yummy Universe
b) The Space Place
c) The Galactic Café

4. What planet did they have to reach in the competition?
a) Planet Purple
b) Planet Stink
c) Planet Pink

5. What did Astro Pete hit?
a) An asteriod
b) Planet Stink
c) Another ship
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Word Search
wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters. dark-g

Words:
engine

perfect

shutter

helmet

picnic

smile

lucky

purple

spanner

magazine

rocket

victory
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. Rickety Rocket
2. purple flowery
3. Planet Pink

Wordsearch:
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4. fast / slow
5. fed up
6. everyone / WOW

Quiz:
1. a
2. b
3. b
4. c
5. a
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